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 SAFETY ALERT 
CPP-brand Welded Aftermarket Pitman Arm Failures 

 

 
Classic Performance Parts (CPP) have released a recall which affects their ‘Tri-five’ (1955-1957) 
Chevrolet pitman arms where the welded ball stud can detach from the arm. LVVTA would like to 
remind owners with these pitman arms of this recall and urge them to inspect and if necessary, 
replace the pitman arms as soon as possible. 
 

Important Note: These pitman arms, if welded on both sides or as a CPP-supplied replacement are 
acceptable if it is being used as a direct OEM replacement part, but are not certifiable as part of an 
LVV modification & LVV certification process. 

 

CPP released the voluntary recall in June of 2017. Production inconsistencies in pitman arms produced 
between June 2015 and December 2016 with the part number 5557PA-M resulted in failure of the weld 
around the ball stud. These arms could have been sold either individually or as a component of specific 
steering kits. 
 
If unsure if a CCP-brand pitman arm is included within this recall, 
a visual inspection of the welds around the ball stud can identify 
this. The inspection procedure issued by CPP requires a visual 
inspection of the weld around the ball stud on both the underside 
(the side nearest the road) as well as the upper side near the base 
of the ball stud. If not welded on the upper side nearest the base 
of the ball stud, the arm has potentially not been manufactured 
correctly and the vehicle should not be operated until further 
instructions have been given by CPP.  
 
For further information, you can view the CPP recall notice here 
or, alternatively you can contact CPP via email at 
cpp@recallmanagement.com. 
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